Abstract: In the absence of micro-data in the public domain, new aggregate models for the UK"s mortgage repossessions and arrears are estimated using quarterly data over 1983-2014, motivated by a conceptual double trigger frame framework for foreclosures and payment delinquencies. An innovation to improve on the flawed but widespread use of loan-to-value measures, is to estimate difficult-to-observe variations in loan quality and access to refinancing, and shifts in lenders" forbearance policy, by common latent variables in a system of equations for arrears and repossessions. We introduce, for the first time in the literature, a theory-justified estimate of the proportion of mortgages in negative equity as a key driver of aggregate repossessions and arrears. This is based on an average debt-equity ratio, corrected for regional deviations, and uses a functional form for the distribution of the debt-equity ratio checked on Irish micro-data from the Bank of Ireland, and Bank of England snapshots of negative equity. We systematically address serious measurement bias in the "months-inarrears" measures, neglected in previous UK studies. Highly significant effects on aggregate rates of repossessions and arrears are found for the aggregate debt-service ratio, the proportion of mortgages in negative equity and the unemployment rate. Economic forecast scenarios to 2020 highlight risks faced by the UK and its mortgage lenders, illustrating the usefulness of the approach for bank stress-testing. For macroeconomics, our model traces an important part of the financial accelerator: the feedback from the housing market to bad loans and hence banks" ability to extend credit.
partly be attributed to a shift in government policy and coordinated efforts by mortgage lenders from the end of 1991 to exercise forbearance (Muellbauer and Cameron, 1997) . 3 The policy shift reduced the repossessions rate, but the count of mortgages in arrears rose. There are strong parallels between these earlier and the later (2008-9) government interventions and suasion on lenders towards leniency. 4 A careful study of the aggregate data is pertinent in the UK given the paucity of micro data on mortgage defaults in the public domain. By contrast with a long history of US empirical literature on borrower mortgage default or lender foreclosure, the set of UK empirical studies on repossession and arrears is strikingly limited. Reviews of the US 1 The US data measure the total number of mortgage loans in the foreclosure process at year-end, not quite comparable to the UK measure. It exceeds the number of households affected as one household can have several mortgages and not all foreclosure proceedings end in the loss of the home. 2 Characteristics of the available data on UK mortgage repossessions and arrears are documented in an appendix table in Aron and Muellbauer (2010) . 3 Policies then included the shift to direct payment of income support to mortgage lenders and a Stamp Duty holiday, in return for a collective agreement by lenders to exercise leniency. 4 Later policy shifts included more generous Support for Mortgage Interest, the Mortgage Pre-action Protocol from November 2008, and other measures (Wilson, 2014 ).
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The FP proxy captures "leniency" of lenders that lowers the rate of repossession but raises the rate of arrears. The LQ and FP functions are mainly linear combinations of time dummies.
Cross-equation constraints are imposed on the arrears and repossessions equations through the common LQ and FP functions. This latent variables approach improves on the widespread use of loan-to-value measures for first mortgages as indicators of loan quality, as these are not comparable over time and omit further advances of credit.
Our second innovation is the theory-justified use of an estimate of the proportion of mortgages in negative equity, calibrated to micro data, which is based on the ratio of average mortgage debt to average home prices, with a correction for regional deviations. A third innovation is the systematic treatment of a measurement bias in the published "months-inarrears" statistics, previously neglected in modelling studies. Finally, the universal assumption in previous UK studies of a proportional relationship between repossessions and arrears is relaxed in our system. By including proxies for "loan quality/credit access" and forbearance policy, just five variables are needed in the parsimonious empirical model to explain the history of arrears and repossessions over 1983-2014 and to assess future trends.
The aggregate implications of defaults are important for understanding the feedback loops in the financial accelerator 7 missing in standard macro-econometric models. We discuss this issue further in the conclusions. Our models allow the separation of various factors contributing to the evolution of arrears and repossessions. In the 1990s, the persistence of negative equity prevented a faster decline in repossessions, despite lower interest rates and the forbearance policy introduced at the end of 1991. Post 2009, the repossessions rate was lowered and stabilized by radical reductions in mortgage rates in 2009 and greater income support for those with payment difficulties, while negative equity was somewhat less persistent than in the 1990s.
The next section develops a model for the economic drivers of aggregate repossessions and arrears using a double trigger framework for foreclosures and payment delinquencies, and discusses the UK empirical literature on defaults. Estimation methodology and the empirical specification are presented in section 3. Data issues, including the formulation of the latent variables, the LQ and FP functions, are discussed in section 4.
Section 5 presents results for a joint estimation of arrears and repossessions with proxy functions for "loan quality/credit access" and forbearance policy. Section 6 illustrates with forecast scenarios to the end of 2020. Section 7 concludes. 4
The Economic Drivers of repossessions and Arrears

Conceptual Framework: the Double Trigger Model for Defaults
There is general agreement that mortgage defaults or repossessions result from a mix of excessive debt relative to home equity, and cash flow problems. This is consistent with the "double trigger" approach to modelling of defaults, a more general view of mortgage repossession than the option pricing approach (popular in some of the US literature, see Kau et al. (1992) and Deng et al. (2000) , and applied to UK data by Ncube and Satchell (1994) ). In the option pricing model, default is chosen by the household once housing equity falls below the mortgage debt level by a given percentage, which depends mainly on house price uncertainty. Even in the US, where mortgages in many states are non-recourse loans 8 , doubt has been cast on this "ruthless default" literature (Vandell, 1995) . Recent empirical literature also encompasses cash flow problems, for example, Gerardi et al. (2008) , Foote et al. (2008) , Bhutta et al. (2010) and Fuster and Willen (2012) . 9 Appendix A gives a brief overview of the evolution of the US empirical literature on mortgage default and delinquency.
A thorough early exposition of a double trigger model is by Elmer and Seelig (1998) .
Abstracting from variations in interest rates and cash flows, default for household i at time t, due to a weak net equity position can be triggered when
log mortgagedebt / equity
where the threshold τ it depends positively on the expected growth rate of house prices, given transactions delays, and also on house price volatility.
Default can also occur because of cash flow problems, when a function of the debtservice ratio exceeds a threshold. But such default depends also on the credit worthiness of the household, its employment status and its expected income growth. This can be expressed by a second trigger function combining the debt service ratio and these factors, being positive.
However, even when there are cash flow problems, it makes little sense for a household with positive net housing equity to default. With positive equity, such households may have refinancing possibilities or could sell the home rather than lose it through repossession. With the possibility of refinancing, therefore, combining both these triggers, a plausible default condition therefore is:
8 In non-recourse loans, the lender's rights are restricted to the equity in the home, excluding recourse to the borrower"s income or other assets 9 For example, Foote et al. (2008) show that in their 1990s sample of Massachusetts home owners, more than 90 percent of those in negative equity continued to make mortgage payments. Fuster and Willen (2012) show that reductions in interest rates in adjustable rate mortgages have a dramatic effect on the foreclosure hazard even in the presence of negative equity.
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where ur is the household"s unemployment rate, cs its credit score and y e represents its expected income growth. The parameter τ 0t is likely to be negative since significant positive equity is likely to be needed for refinancing, while transactions costs need to be covered when selling.
Default in the double trigger model occurs if either condition (1) and/or condition (2) are fulfilled. Default due to a weak net equity position can occur even if the household does not have cash flow problems. This is particularly relevant in the US where, in states such as California, borrowers have a "walk away" option so that their liability is confined to the value of the home. In the UK, unlike the US, it is likely that relatively few repossessions cases arise through condition (1) alone, as the consequences of repossession are more painful in the UK.
Mortgage borrowers can be pursued for up to six years for negative equity after the lender has sold a home in repossession (contrasting with non-recourse mortgage loans and "walk away"
options in much of the US). The double trigger inherent in condition (2) is thus the more relevant for most UK repossessions.
The above, incorporating idiosyncratic error terms, defines a probability model specified for an individual. Averaging over heterogeneous individuals generates the aggregate proportion of defaults. Without knowledge of the distributions of observables and unobservables, the functional form of the relationship between the aggregate proportion of defaults and the means of the observables is unknown, but in general will be non-linear. With knowledge of or plausible assumptions on the micro-level distributions of the observables (such as the debt/equity ratio) and of the unobservables (such as tastes) l, individual hazard rates could be aggregated into the aggregate proportion of defaults, as a function of the means of the observables and of the parameters of the distributions. There is an important common element in conditions (1) and (2) involving a threshold for log (mortgage debt/equity).
Although c 0t is expected to be a little below zero (e.g. from transactions costs), while option pricing theory implies c it would be a little above zero (e.g. there is a small probability that equity might recover with volatile house prices), the proportions of households satisfying each condition should be highly correlated with the proportion in negative equity (i.e. the proportion for whom log (mortgage debt/equity) exceeds zero).
With negative equity closely correlated with the trigger conditions, it is important to estimate aggregate negative equity. On specific assumptions, it would be possible to derive a simple relationship between the proportion of households with negative equity in terms of the means of the distribution, the mean debt and the mean equity. Suppose, for example, that 6 mortgage debt and equity have log-normal distributions; then the log (mortgage debt/equity) is also normally distributed. The proportion of mortgages with negative equity is then given by the normal distribution function: F(μ, σ; 0), with the mean of log (mortgage debt/equity) denoted by μ and its standard deviation by σ. As the mean of the distribution shifts to the right, the area under the tail increases proportionately more than does the mean, suggesting the proportion with negative equity is highly non-linear relative to the mean. For the log-normal distribution, there is a simple relationship between the mean of log debt, which we do not observe, and the log of mean debt, which we do observe (and, correspondingly for the mean of log equity and the log of mean equity). This relationship implies a simple intercept adjustment where the size of the adjustment depends on the variances of debt and equity. 10 Applying this relationship to the logistic function, a good approximation to the normal, the distribution function will imply: 0 proportion of negative equity = 1 / (1 exp( (mean logdebt/equity))
where λ 0 is half the difference in the variances of log debt and log equity. Given data on the ratio of mean debt to mean equity, and distributional parameter estimates based on micro data of the proportion of households with negative equity, the coefficients λ and λ 0 could be calibrated to match the estimated proportion of negative equity to the micro data. In the application below we generalize the term in the exponential bracket to a cubic (rather than a linear) function.
The next step is to derive an expression for the aggregate proportion of repossessions based on condition (2) that incorporates aggregate negative equity. The probability of default associated with condition (2) can be written as the product of the probability of "bad (debt/equity)" and the probability of a "bad cash flow and related aspects" given "bad (debt/equity)". Modelling the probability in logs, that is with the aggregate log repossessions rate, results in an additive model in logs. If the two events in condition (2) were independent, the log repossessions rate would simply be given by a function of (debt/equity) plus a function of the means of the variables appearing in the cash flow function. This would suggest a log-linear approximation, in which the log repossessions rate is driven by the log of the unemployment rate, the log of the debt-service ratio, the expected growth rate of income, the log of the imputed proportion with negative equity, and an aggregate "loan quality/credit access" indicator ( in the absence of data on the aggregate credit score).
The reasoning just set out for modelling the repossessions rate can be adapted for modelling mortgage arrears or "payment delinquencies". The count of mortgages exceeding a 7 threshold level of arrears (such as 6 months of regular payments, or 5 percent of mortgage debt) measured relative to the total number of mortgages, should be governed by a less stringent version of condition (2) . If the threshold is exceeded there are one of four outcomes:
repossession; partial (or full) repayment in order for arrears levels to fall below the threshold; the sale of the property; or refinancing. The last two options may be blocked by low net equity.
Thus, the proportion of mortgages in negative equity is likely to have a significant effect on the arrears count, though with a smaller relative weight (compared to the debt-service ratio and unemployment) than in the repossessions equation. While a poor debt-equity ratio is a necessary condition for repossession for rational households, arrears can arise without the household necessarily being close to negative equity.
Micro-versus macro-data in the analysis of UK repossessions and arrears
The UK literature on arrears and repossessions is summarized in Table 1 11
. Repossessions models tend to be sequential or simultaneous models with arrears (Breedon and Joyce, 1992; Brookes et al., 1994; Allen and Milne, 1994; Cooper and Meen, 2001) . None attempts to measure and use negative equity. Some work is flawed by incorrect measurement of variables 12 . When modelling repossessions conditional on arrears, all impose the constraint that in the long run, the flow of repossessions moves in proportion to the number of households in long-term arrears. This is a questionable restriction, see below. Notably, the non-linearity linking the debt-equity ratio with defaults is neglected in all aggregate UK studies. Moreover, shifts in lenders" forbearance policy, shifts in credit constraints and changing lending quality are usually omitted, though some of the dummies used by Cooper and Meen (2001) can be interpreted this way. Indeed, econometric studies of aggregate mortgage possession data, such as Breedon and Joyce (1992) , Brookes et al. (1994) and Allen and Milne (1994) , estimated on data up to 1990 or 1991, break down on later data. There is some limited treatment of credit factors (e.g. Whitley et al. (2004) in modelling arrears find a role for competing unsecured borrowing (via credit card arrears)). A rise in the loan-to-value ratio for new first-time buyers reduces the level of arrears in the short run, suggesting that the loan-to-value ratio acts as a proxy for refinancing opportunities for those facing risk of delinquencies. The short-run role of the loan-to-value ratio as a proxy for refinancing opportunities and its long-run role as a proxy for one aspect of lending quality (with opposite signed effects), can produce apparently contradictory findings in different studies with loan-to-value controls.
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A small sub-set of the UK studies use semi-aggregated or micro data sets. The determinants of regional repossessions are explored by Muellbauer and Cameron (1997) , Cooper and Meen (2001) and Aron and Muellbauer (2011) , using regional repossession court orders for England and Wales. Lambrecht et al. (1997 Lambrecht et al. ( , 2003 employ proprietorial data on individual mortgages supplied by a mortgage insurance company. Their 1997 study extends the traditional option theoretic approach to examine both ability-to-pay and equity variables influencing default, finding that the former variables have more influence on default than the latter. Their 2003 study examines similar influences over the timing of delinquency and repossessions, using a hazard model. The loan-to-value ratio was found to be positively associated with time to default; this was rationalized by the increased use of second mortgages, when initial loan-to-value ratios were low, with a higher ultimate probability of default. The sample used is not random, consisting only of a set of defaulting borrowers. The available data limit borrower characteristics to the loan-to-value ratio, salary, marital status and the interest rate, measured at point of mortgage origination (on ensuing drawbacks, see Cooper and Meen (2001) (Cooper and Meen, 2001) . Burrows (1998) use the SEH to analyse mortgage arrears with a logit model, as a function of borrower and lender characteristics, measured not at time of origination or default but in the current sample wave.
Other studies use the British Household Panel Survey (BHPS), an annual survey since 1991, covering approximately 10,000 individuals in 5,000 households (extended since 1999).
The BHPS sample under-represents some types of households; the repossessions data are too sparse to make full use the panel structure (see Cooper and Meen, 2001) ; some variables are poorly measured; and the history is too short to identify complex, time-varying influences, such as policy variations. Even with pooling, Cooper and Meen suggest that a focus on owner-occupiers alone would generate only 46 default observations (during 1991-2000) .
Empirical specification and methodology
Empirical models for repossessions and arrears are motivated by the double trigger approach outlined in section 2.1. The models utilize dummy-based equations capturing difficult to measure institutional changes in lending quality and forbearance policy. The timing and shapes of these institutional dummies are discussed in section 4.
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The models for repossessions and arrears are formulated in general equilibrium correction form, illustrated as follows for the log repossessions rate: 
The dependent variable is the quarterly change in the log repossessions rate. 13 The equilibrium correction term is defined in terms of levels of the key drivers in a vector X of variables, and the "loan quality/credit access" and forbearance policy functions, and .
Worse loan quality or credit access increases ; harsher policy on forbearance increases . The set of X variables includes an estimate for the proportion of mortgages in negative equity, the log mean debt-service ratio, and the log unemployment rate. The speed of adjustment to long run equilibrium is κ p . The long-run relationship between the log repossessions rate and the long-run X variables, and and policy functions, is thus:
The equilibrium correction form is a small generalization of the standard partial adjustment model of log poss towards this target. The terms, and in equation (4) can be thought of as shifts in time of the dating in the target components and The lagged terms could arise if, for example, adjustment is for span of two quarters for some market participants and for one quarter for others.
The two arrears models have a broadly similar structure to the repossessions equation (4) , and are applied to data on the proportion of mortgages that are more than 6 months and more than 12 months in arrears. There are two key differences from the repossessions equation: the first arises from the correction of a serious bias in the commonly used "monthsin-arrears" measure (Appendix B), which has not previously been corrected for in the literature; the second concerns the role of forbearance policy, which has the opposite-signed effect on arrears from that on repossessions.
To begin with the bias, a long history of arrears data is available only for a count of arrears measured as "months in arrears" (i.e. an accumulated level of arrears in excess of an equivalent number of months of normal payments). Thus, when mortgage rates fall, normal payments fall and the "months-in-arrears" count actually rises (see Appendix B for an illustration). The correction involves substituting for arr* (a count of arrears by the ratio of arrears to mortgage debt) by the sum of arrm (the month in arrears count which best matches the percentage in arrears count represented by arr*) 14 and θ a log dsr (which proxies the measurement bias). The parameter θ a will differ for 6-month and 12-month arrears rates, see discussion in section 5.1.
Turning to forbearance policy, there are two possible channels affecting arrears. One arises from a stock-flow relationship with repossessions. The change in the count of any measure of arrears equals the inflow minus the outflow of arrears. The total outflow consists of the "good" outflow into repayment or refinancing, minus the "bad" outflow into repossessions. Let the (inflow into arrears t -"good" outflow from arrears t )/(stock of arrears t-1 )
be a function of a vector Z t , F(Z t ). Hence the net change in the flow of arrears is 1 1 total change in arrears /arrears ( ) flow into repossession / arrears
where ς is the proportion of the total flow into repossession which comes from the stock of 
Thus, the ratio of negative repossessions to lagged arrears was included in each arrears equation to account for this link between repossessions and arrears. A second channel operates via an incentive effect on the borrower (an instance of moral hazard). The knowledge that lenders and courts are exercising forbearance makes borrowers less concerned about the risk that a rise in their arrears levels will induce repossession. Such borrowers may pay off credit card debt before mortgage debt, or cut back less on other household expenditure. The parameter (note the negative sign) where is positive in equation (8) 
incorporates the incentive effect of increased forbearance on arrears.
The two policy effects are shown in an equilibrium correction model corresponding to equation (4) , for the proportion of mortgages measure by "months-in-arrears" which corrects for the bias:
14 Basing the bias correction on the log or level of the tax-adjusted mortgage rate instead of the log debt service ratio gives similar results for the arrears and repossessions equation, but fits less well. 
for the same three X variables and and functions, with k lags, and applying to both 6-month and 12-month arrears. The speed of adjustment to long run equilibrium is κ a .
To summarise, a system of three equations is jointly estimated for the 6-month and 12-month arrears measures and the repossession measure, with cross-equation constraints imposed on the LQ and FP functions in each specification. The equation specifications for repossessions and for arrears have a general lag structure in the dynamic terms. Given the heterogeneity in individual circumstances, including the timing of the initial mortgage and behaviour by lenders and the courts, there will be fluctuations in debt-service ratios and in the proportion of mortgages in negative equity. These probably have drawn-out effects in aggregate that can be well-represented by moving averages of these variables
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. Parsimonious models, with much simplified short-term dynamics, for repossessions and arrears confirm the relevance of four-quarter moving averages for the log debt-service ratio and negative equity indicator. These formulations were applied in the three-equation system, and tested against more general lag structures.
Data issues
Measuring the debt-equity ratio and negative equity
One commonly used definition of the ratio of mortgage debt to housing equity divides the mortgage stock by the estimated value of the residential housing stock owned by the household sector (as published in the National Income and Expenditure Blue Book, and interpolated to a quarterly frequency). A substantial proportion of owners of housing equity, however, have no mortgages. We prefer, therefore, to adopt a measure defined as the average mortgage for those with mortgages relative to the average house price. We take the mixadjusted index of second-hand house prices, normalized to the average value of houses traded in some year, as a proxy for the average house price of mortgaged properties.
To obtain an estimate of the proportion of mortgages in negative equity, pnegeq, we generalize equation (3) 
Second, to fit the proportion of mortgages in negative equity, we generalize the functional form of equation (3) using the exponential function defined on a cubic in the adjusted log (mean debt/mean equity). Without available micro-data in the UK, it could not be checked whether the logistic function in equation (3) was a reasonable approximation to the tail of the log (debt/equity) distribution. However, we obtained from the Central Bank of Ireland, a random sample of around 138,000 observations for mortgages in Ireland in 2011. Modelling the upper tail of the distribution of log debt/equity for these data suggested that one could improve considerably on the logistic function by using a cubic instead of a linear term in equation (3).
The proportion of negative equity is then 
We were able to estimate the parameters of equation (10) from our time series data, with an improvement in fit compared to the logistic adopted in earlier versions of this paper. 16 The coefficients and in the alder term (see equation ( . Some of the buy-to-let mortgages were multiple mortgages on the same property, suggesting a proportion in negative equity of perhaps 11 percent, a value to which we calibrate. Earlier, the Bank of England estimated about 1.8 million out of 9.91 million mortgaged properties in negative equity in 1993Q1, i.e. about 18.2 percent (Cutler, 1995) . This almost certainly underestimates the true extent. 17 We take 20 percent as a more appropriate figure.
We further adjust in equation (10) for a term, denoted wbias; this captures potential bias from omission of deviations in regional prices from the national average, see Appendix C. It also seems likely that a high number of recent repossessions would have temporarily depleted the 16 We are grateful to our referees and editor for encouragement to pursue this avenue. 17 There are two main reasons: first, the survey from which initial loan-to-value ratios are taken underrepresents the riskier lenders, see section 4.2.1; second, the Halifax house price data used by the Bank of England also under-represents transactions for the riskier loans, and so likely understates the falls in house prices at the time.
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count of mortgages in negative equity, below those implied by the average debt-equity ratio. To take account of this, we subtract a declining weighted sum of the repossessions rate over the previous 12 quarters 18 , from the proportion of negative equity otherwise implied by the cubic generalization of equation (3). The coefficient ω, when freely estimated, takes a value close to 0.9. The parameters: , and are freely estimated, though is set to zero because it is not significant. The parameter , is set at a very small positive value. 
Latent variables for forbearance policy and 'loan quality/credit access'
Variations in lending standards can have large effects on subsequent default rates, as the US sub-prime crisis illustrates. Yet, lending standards are difficult to measure directly. We explain the shortcomings of the UK micro-data on lending quality, and then motivate the case for a "latent variables" approach using a "credit access/loan quality" function, LQ, and a forbearance policy function, FP.
Unsatisfactory micro data on mortgage credit indicators
Data have been collected since 1968 from UK mortgage lenders on loan-to-value and loan-toincome ratios. These are used as indicators of lending quality or credit availability, or both, in the UK literature on arrears and repossessions. These indicators cannot be pure measures of lending quality as they are endogenous, depending also on interest rates, house prices, income and other factors (Fernandez-Corugedo and Muellbauer, 2006) . Moreover, the available data The average debt-equity ratio eventually captures attrition from repossession since defaults by vulnerable cases reduce the average debt-equity ratio for remaining mortgages. In the short term, removing negative equity cases through repossession temporarily reduces the negative equity count by more. Limiting the adjustment to the previous 12 quarters captures the temporary nature of the effect. 19 The log of the proportion in negative equity is a key driver in our model, so equation (10) needs always to be strictly positive. A value of of 0.0007, in practice guaranteed that this was the case. 20 These suffered repossessions rates around three times as large as those of high street banks and building societies, Ford et al. (1995) .
and its predecessors capture only first mortgages, omitting second mortgages and the home equity loans that later added to mortgage debt. 21 Moreover, the data do not fully capture the quality of the screening carried out by lenders. The shares of self-certification and of securitized mortgages rose sharply in 2005 -7 (Turner, 2009 , which have shown higher default rates more recently. Comparable data were not collected in the SML for earlier years.
Latent variables: the FP and LQ functions
We derive two indicators based mainly on dummies that capture lending quality and the differential access to credit (the LQ function) and forbearance policy (the FP function). Table   2 sets out priors for "loan quality/credit access" and forbearance policy, explains the dating of shifts in our models and the expected effects on repossessions and arrears.
The "loan quality/credit access" function LQ represents hard-to-measure factors which shift arrears and repossessions in the same direction. The LQ function is a linear combination of ogive and step dummy variables 22 and a survey-based credit conditions index from the Bank of England. Lending standards evolve slowly with gradual effects on mortgage defaults.
The heterogeneity of individual borrowers and of lenders" behaviour results in smoothness in aggregate default rates in responding to shocks. An ogive dummy, which makes a smooth transition from zero to one over eight quarters, capturing the slow evolution, is a promising proxy for changes in lending standards in LQ. Linear combinations of ogive dummies provide a simple way of representing successive smooth transitions. Shifts in income support are subject to sharper shocks and are well-captured by step dummies.
The LQ function captures three effects: lending quality; improved government income support for those with mortgage payment difficulties that enhances apparent lending quality; and improved credit access through refinancing opportunities.
More risky lending in recent years has increased both current rates of arrears and possessions. The late 1980s and early 1990s and 2007 onwards are test-beds for the impact on defaults of earlier lax lending standards. Following a default crisis, loan-to-value ratios typically decline as credit standards are tightened. Subsequently, improved methods of credit scoring and arrears management probably raise lending quality. Policy relaxing the economic constraints faced by households will shift repossessions and arrears in the same direction.
Improved (temporary) government support decreases both arrears and repossessions below what they would have been. In the short-term, easier refinancing improves "loan quality/credit access", and decreases both arrears and repossessions from rescheduling or absorbing the arrears into a larger mortgage. This resembles "forbearance" but as it reduces both repossessions and recorded arrears, it forms part of the LQ function.
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Refinancing opportunities may arise with market movements in mortgage credit availability. The deteriorating quality of lending during 1986-89 and 2005-07 was probably temporarily offset by the ease with which borrowers were able to refinance. It is important to note that in both periods more risky lending conditions were also reflected in rising debt levels. This variable enters both our debt service ratio and negative equity expressions; our model shows these to be the two most important drivers of mortgage defaults in the UK.
Increasing capital requirements for banks (from the Independent Banking Commission (2011) and Basel III reforms) restricted credit availability from 2007. However, the Bank of England"s Credit Conditions Survey suggests some easing of mortgage credit constraints from 2010, and following the Funding for Lending Scheme from July 2012.
The forbearance policy function FP is based on a mix of step and ogive (i.e. smoothtransition) dummies common to the system of repossessions and arrears equations.
Governments can alter repossessions rates by influencing forbearance policies of mortgage lenders and court procedures. Increased forbearance lowers repossessions but it increases arrears unless it takes the form of refinancing debt or forgiving debt (in which case, as noted above, we capture it in the LQ function). Increased forbearance without refinancing has a positive effect on arrears because every mortgage in arrears which does not move into repossession swells the arrears count. There may also be an incentive effect: if lenders are lenient on repossessions, households may prove less motivated to reduce their debt.
The above discussion can be linked with the literature on loan level data using survival analysis. 23 Lower LQ reduces the hazard of arrears, and conditional on arrears, lower LQ reduces the hazard of repossession and increases the hazard of cure, meaning that better LQ uniformly lowers the level of both arrears and repossessions. Lower FP (i.e. greater forbearance), simply reduces the hazard of repossession, conditional on arrears, but does nothing to the hazard of cure. In a U.S. cross-section, one can think of low FP as states which require judicial foreclosure. Gerardi et al. (2013) show that judicial laws have exactly these effects: slowing the foreclosure rate and dramatically increasing the stock of delinquent loans.
Lower FP actually reduces the hazard of cure; they argue the reason is that lower FP prevents lenders from repossessing on borrowers for whom cure is impossible.
Interpolation of bi-annual arrears, repossession and mortgage count data
Measures of arrears of 6-12 months and arrears of greater than 12 months were added together to give arrears greater than or equal to 6 months. Thus, the 6-months arrears dependent variable includes loans that are 12-months in arrears. 23 We are grateful to a referee for this point.
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The choice of arrears measures to be modelled was affected by the available data.
Data for arrears greater than 3 months, or arrears of 3 to 6 months, are available only from 1994 in bi-annual data; this compares with bi-annual data from 1981 for measures of both 6-month and 12-month arrears. Applying an equilibrium correction framework supports using longer time series where possible. CML publishes quarterly data for arrears, repossessions and the outstanding mortgage stock beginning in 2008, but made available unpublished quarterly data from 1999Q1. Half-yearly data for the earlier years can be interpolated into quarterly data from the early 1980s, and linked to the quarterly data from 1999Q1. The interpolation for arrears, which are stock data, is straightforward. 24 The switch from interpolated data to quarterly data is allowed for by permitting short-run dynamics to switch in 1999. A subsequent check of the sensitivity of our results to the interpolation procedure was carried out. When the long-run coefficients were restricted to their full-sample estimates, and the model run from 1999Q2, all the other coefficients were within one standard deviation of their full sample estimates. There was no evidence of residual autocorrelation. This suggests that the use of biannual interpolated data before 1999 does not pose a problem.
Empirical results for a joint model for mortgage repossessions and arrears with variable lending quality and policy shifts
Models are simultaneously estimated 25 for total repossessions and 6-month and 12-month arrears measures, with two linear functions, LQ for the dummy proxies of "loan quality/credit access", and FP for forbearance policy. Details of the precise forms of the estimated equations are given in Appendix D, with the variables defined in Table 3 . The parameter estimates for the long-run solutions of these equations are shown in Table 4 Repossessions and arrears, as explained in section 3, are driven by three long-run economic fundamentals: the debt-service ratio; the proxy for the proportion of mortgages in 24 The H1 value is given to Q1 and Q2 and the H2 value to Q3 and Q4. Then logs are taken and a twoquarter moving average is taken of the log values. For the flow of repossessions, the interpolation is a bit more complex. The quarterly data are created and scaled using H1 and H2 biannual data (scaling ensures that the total of the implied quarterly flows into repossession add up to the published biannual data).Q1 t = H2 t-1 /6+ H1 t /3, scaled by H1 t /(Q1 t +Q2 t ); Q2 t = H1 t /3+H2 t /6, scaled by H1 t /(Q1 t +Q2 t ); Q3 t = H1 t /6+ H2 t /3, scaled by H2 t /(Q3 t +Q4 t ); and Q4 t = H2 t /3+ H1 t+1 /6, scaled by H2 t /(Q3 t +Q4 t ) . 25 The maximum likelihood computations were performed in Hall, Cummins and Schnake"s Time Series Processor (TSP 5) package. negative equity; and the unemployment rate. The jointly estimated LQ and FP functions are the remaining long-run drivers. In sharp contrast to the earlier UK literature, there is no significant effect on the rate of repossessions from either measure of arrears, when controlling for the fundamental drivers. This important finding is discussed further below.
The long-run repossessions equation
The dependent variable in the dynamic equation for repossessions (see equation (4)) is the change in the log repossessions rate. The long-run equation for repossessions was given in equation (5) and the coefficients on LQ and FP indicators are normalized at 1. 26 The speed of adjustment is given by the parameter κ P which multiplies the long-run solution for the log repossessions rate. The quarterly speed of adjustment, see Table 4 , estimated at 0.39, suggests that appropriately lagged, the regressors have most of their effect within a year. 27 The debtservice ratio is highly significant with a robust t-ratio of 16.2. The estimate suggests that a 1 percent rise in the debt-service ratio raises the repossession rate by 1.6 percent. The log proportion of those in negative equity is also highly significant with a t-ratio of 11.2. A one percent rise in this proportion is estimated to increase the repossessions rate by 0.28 of one percent. The effect of the log unemployment rate has a point estimate of 0.61, and a t-ratio of 4.3. Short-run dynamics of the equation are reported in Appendix E.
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The long-run effects 29 on the repossessions rate are shown in Figure 2 for the debtservice ratio, the estimated proportion in negative equity and the unemployment rate. Figure 3 shows the long-run impact of "loan quality/credit access" and forbearance policy, discussed further below. In the first repossessions crisis in 1989-93, the initial rise in repossessions was driven mainly by the rise in the debt-service ratio and lower "loan quality/credit access", but later the rising incidence of negative equity emerged as an important driver. The persistence of negative equity prevented a faster decline in repossessions, despite lower interest rates and 26 The debt-service ratio, , enters as a lagged four-quarter moving average, as does negative equity, , while the unemployment rate, , has a lag of four quarters. This is because a reparameterisation of the long-run solution with lagged or moving average terms allows a more parsimonious expression in the short-run dynamics. 27 Given the four quarter lag on the unemployment rate, the effect of a rise in the unemployment rate begins after 4 quarters and is largely complete after 10 quarters. For the four quarter moving average of the debt-service ratio, which is lagged by a quarter, the effect is largely complete after 9 quarters. 28 In the dynamics, a significant positive coefficient on the two-quarter change in the rate of negative equity may reflect changes in expectations on both sides of the market. The negative coefficient on the lagged two-year change in negative equity can be interpreted in terms of lenders" incentives or processing capabilities: rising rates of negative equity may make it harder to sell homes taken into repossession, or to process quickly the higher number of cases then arising, and conversely for falling rates. A small effect from last quarter"s change in the log debt service ratio complements the dominant effect of the moving average of this variable. 29 Repossessions are forecast for 2014-2020, assuming the Base Scenario (section 6.1) for interest rates, house prices, unemployment, income and average debt. the forbearance policy introduced at the end of 1991. In the second repossessions crisis, the rise in repossessions from a low level in 2004 was again driven by a growing debt-service ratio and later the increasing incidence of negative equity. This rose sharply in 2008-9, at the same time that "loan quality/credit access" deteriorated. Falling mortgage rates in 2009 and improving "loan quality/credit access" due to greater income support for those with payment difficulties, and the easing of the credit crunch, lowered and stabilized the repossessions rate.
5.2
The long-run arrears equations
The two arrears equations have a similar structure; the three main drivers are the log debtservice ratio, the log imputed proportion in negative equity and the log unemployment rate.
The dependent variables in the dynamic equations for arrears (see Appendix D) are the changes in the log of arrears measures (greater than 6 months and greater than 12 months). 
In each equation, the long-run debt-service and negative equity terms are lagged four quarter moving averages. The speed of adjustment for log 12-month arrears is estimated at 0.29 per quarter and 0.28 for log 6-month arrears. Without adjusting for the outflow into repossessions, however, the estimated speeds would be rather lower. 30 The estimate of the long-run effect of the debt-service ratio, with t-ratios of 8.5 and 11.5, suggests that a 1 percent rise in the debtservice ratio raises both arrears rates by between 1.7 and 1.8 percent. The log proportion of those in negative equity is highly significant, with t-ratios of 5.4 for log 12-month arrears and 6.7 for log 6-month arrears: a one percent rise is estimated to increase the former by 0.17 percent and the latter by 0.15 percent. The estimate of the long-run effect of the log unemployment rate is 1.03 for log 12-month arrears, and 0.86 for log 6-month arrears.
31 30 We assume that 90 percent of the quarterly flow into repossession is from those with arrears of six months or more. Our model explains the quarterly change in the proportion of 6-month arrears cases after removing this flow into repossession. For the 12-month arrears model, 30 percent is assumed. 31 Whitley et al. (2004) estimate the unemployment effect to be broadly similar at 0.7 for 6-month arrears, using the claimant count measure of unemployment, not the Labour Force Survey measure. They report a t-ratio of only 1.3 for the long-run coefficient of a measure of un-withdrawn equity on 6-month arrears, intended to capture a similar effect to negative equity. However, probably compensating for the weak role of debt to equity, they estimate the long-run effect of the debt service ratio to be about double that reported above. Figures 4 and 5 plot the long-run contribution on the log 6-month arrears rate of the log debt-service ratio, log proportion in negative equity and the log unemployment rate, and
of "loan quality/credit access" and policy variables, respectively. The rise in arrears in 1989-93 (as was found for repossessions) was initially driven by the rise in the debt-service ratio and lower "loan quality/credit access", and later mainly influenced by negative equity, higher unemployment and forbearance policy. Contributions from "loan quality/credit access" and the unemployment rate were larger than for repossessions, while that of negative equity was lower. This makes sense since payment delinquencies are more immediately connected with cash-flow difficulties than are foreclosures. The rise in arrears in 2008-9 is explained by previous rises in the debt-service ratio, the increased incidence of negative equity, the combination of poor lending quality and restricted access to credit, the effect of forbearance policy, and in 2009, by the rise in the unemployment rate.
All published repossessions models for UK macro data impose a one-for-one longrun effect of the arrears rate on the repossessions rate. Our point estimates of the long-run coefficient on log 6-month arrears in the repossessions equation are negative, given the other drivers, but insignificant, and strongly reject a coefficient of one. 32 Though most repossessions cases would first have been in arrears, this rejection of the "one-for-one" relationship looks paradoxical. Most arrears cases do not end in repossession, however. Our evidence also implies that repossessions are less sensitive to unemployment (and "loan 32 We tested this restriction, imposing a long-run coefficient of 1, and selecting, from general specifications, parsimonious equations consistent with sign priors on the economic variables and the LQ function. This gave a repossessions model where the log arrears rate (corrected for measurement bias, Appendix B) was the only long-run driver of repossessions since the debt-service ratio, negative equity, the unemployment rate and the LQ indicator, were all insignificant, or appeared with the wrong sign. The speed of adjustment of the repossessions equation fell from 0.35 to 0.12. The fit of the resulting repossessions equation was substantially worse. Estimates for the two arrears equations and the LQ and FP functions were little changed. A likelihood-ratio test for the three-equation system strongly rejects this restriction. 20 quality/credit access") than are arrears. Forcing a one-for-one effect of arrears on repossessions then requires a counter-intuitive negative impact of unemployment (and "loan quality/credit access") on repossessions, to offset the too strong effect coming through arrears.
5.3
The selected 'loan quality/credit access' and forbearance policy shift equations
The selected "loan quality/credit access" function, LQ, and forbearance policy shift function, FP, are graphed in Figure 6 , with annotations for corresponding institutional events. From a long-run perspective, the 1980s now look "abnormal". This was the decade of the most radical liberalization of mortgage credit markets, see Fernandez-Corugedo and Muellbauer (2006) . At the beginning of the decade, lending standards were still quite conservative so that negative equity, repossessions and arrears were at low levels. The LQ indicator begins to rise in 1985-6, with worsening lending quality, probably connected with the market entry of centralized mortgage lenders. As credit standards progressively relaxed, the underlying deterioration in credit quality was disguised for several years due to easy access to refinancing and strong competition from the centralized lenders whose market share was rising strongly. The LQ We tested an alternative formulation of the "loan quality/credit access" indicator based on median loan-to-value ratios for first-time buyers (CML data). The estimates suggest a negative short-run effect of loan-to-value ratios (probably reflecting access to refinancing), but positive effects when expressed as four-quarter moving averages at lags of four or more quarters (which probably reflects more slowly evolving loan quality). Though adopting the alternative specification was far less successful at fitting the data, the estimates of the key economic drivers on repossessions and arrears were little affected.
The selected forbearance policy shift function graphed in Figure 6 indicates the increase in forbearance after December 1991 with a pronounced fall in the FP function in 1992Q1. In 1996-7, the withdrawal of forbearance and resumption of "normal" practice is mortgage interest paid to them under SMI as the government partially reneging on the implicit contract under which the lenders exercised forbearance. Our estimates suggest that the joint effect of income support, re-financing relief and forbearance policy, lowered the log repossessions rate between 2008Q3 and 2014Q1 by around 0.48 (0.36 from the LQ indicator and 0.12 from the FP indicator). Over the same period, the net effect on the log 6-month arrears rate was close to zero.
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Forecasting performance and forecast simulations
The principal purpose of our model is not to produce unconditional forecasts, but to consider alternative forecast scenarios for repossessions and arrears. We can ask how well the model would have done estimating to a range of endpoints: to 2010Q4, to 2011Q4, to 2012Q4 and 2013Q4, and compare the forecasts from dynamic simulations with the outcomes to the most recent data point in 2015Q3, using actual out-turns of the economic drivers. 38 This is a particularly favourable period for model stability, without major further policy interventions, apart from the easing of mortgage credit conditions as measured in the bank lending survey. Table 5 shows the full-sample root mean square error (RMSE) and the respective out-ofsample RMSE for each of the three foreshortened forecast equations. The latter are close to or below the full-sample RMSE, reflecting the parameter stability of the equations over the different samples.
Then three forecast scenarios from 2014Q2 to 2020 are compared: a base scenario with more and less favourable variations. Common to all is the assumption of no further change after 2014 in , the forbearance policy function; but there are shifts in , the combined loan quality/credit access function. It is plausible that new lending since 2008 under tighter prudential controls, will, on average, have been of higher quality. Eventually this should reduce default rates and we assume a gradual improvement (reduction in ) after 2015Q2. For the changes in SMI announced in July 2015 (after April 2016, the waiting period before payment is extended from 13 to 39 weeks; and from April 2018, it will be a loan rather than a benefit), we assume the increase in from the reduced income support exactly offsets the reduction in from the improved regulation of lending quality.
Forecasts of total mortgage repossessions, 6 and 12-month arrears for 2014Q2 to 2020Q4, based on the three economic scenarios, were generated using the model outlined in section 3. The implications of the scenario assumptions for the annualized mortgage rate, the debt-service ratio, the house price index, the proportion in negative equity and the unemployment rate are shown in Table 6 . Table 7 summarises the three contrasting forecast scenario outcomes with annualized forecasts of arrears and repossessions.
The Base Scenario uses November 2015 forecasts from Oxfordeconomics.com for the underlying exogenous variables: the unemployment rate, mortgage interest rate, debt levels (and hence debt-service ratios), house prices (and hence debt-equity ratios). 
Summary and conclusions
Rates of mortgage repossessions (foreclosures) and payment arrears (delinquencies) remain high on the UK policy agenda, particularly with prospects of interest rates rising in future years from the current record low levels. Government policy has influenced the recent outcomes with monetary policy interventions, regulation of lenders" forbearance policy and income support for those with payment difficulties. However, unlike the US, the UK lacks the appropriate micro-data for the highly policy-relevant analysis of repossessions and arrears. Apart from the innovation of the latent variables approach, we introduce for the first time in the literature, a theory-justified estimate of the proportion of mortgages in negative equity as a key driver of aggregate repossessions and arrears. This is based on an average debt-equity ratio, corrected for regional deviations, and uses a functional form for the distribution of debt and equity checked on Irish micro-data from the Bank of Ireland, and
Bank of England snapshots of negative equity. Moreover, measurement biases in the previous macro-empirical literature from using the available "months-in-arrears" data, have been corrected utilizing parameter restrictions. A universal restriction in previous UK studies of a proportional relationship between repossessions and arrears is relaxed and rejected in our system.
Parsimonious arrears and repossessions models were tested successfully against more general specifications. The long-run impact of four major drivers, house prices, interest rates, debt levels, and income, is captured by just two coefficients: those on the debt-equity ratio, transformed into a proxy for the fraction of mortgages with negative equity; and on the debt-25 service ratio. Highly significant effects on aggregate rates of repossessions and arrears are found for the aggregate debt-service ratio, the proportion of mortgages in negative equity and the unemployment rate. Tests for interaction effects, e.g. whether the effect of unemployment was higher in years where negative equity was more prevalent, found no supporting evidence.
The analysis of different forecast scenarios to 2020 allows an assessment of risks for different views on the UK and global economies, illustrating the usefulness of the approach for bank stress-testing. The mortgage default module in one of the more developed models for financial risk assessment, the RAMSI model developed at the Bank of England, Alessandri et al. (2009), could be considerably improved using the approach of this paper. Our parsimonious equations linking aggregate mortgage payments to a measure of defaults allow the separation of various factors contributing to the evolution of arrears and repossessions. In aggregate, this helps explain the financial accelerator, since mortgage defaults amplify the feedback effects between shocks and credit flows operating via asset prices. Such feedbacks are absent in all standard macro-econometric models (not only in DSGE models).
Data on defaults by vintage of issue would be particularly helpful to enhance our models, particularly at the level of individual lenders, where bank stress-testing is required.
The "loan quality/credit access" shifts then could be better identified, and with such data, it should also prove possible to better link lending quality measures with observable loan characteristics. Models linking macro-variables and micro-credit indicators with rates of mortgage default potentially have much to offer the stress-testing systems currently under development by central banks and supervisors, see Foglia (2009) and would also be highly relevant for developing early warning systems. One priority for future work is to endogenise house prices and the aggregate mortgage stock, checking for possible feedbacks from repossessions, and perhaps arrears, onto house prices and the mortgage stock, so capturing an important linkage in the financial accelerator.
Moreover, and relevant for understanding the role of consumer spending in the financial accelerator, linking information on new loan characteristics -and hence measuring access to credit -with information on bank balance sheets and on regulatory measures, the banking sector can be linked back to household portfolio and spending decisions and so the real economy. The modeling framework, with some adaptation, is also suitable for drilling down further to the level of individual loan histories, where the estimated "loan quality/credit access" and forbearance policy dummies would be valuable controls to analyse time-varying drivers of arrears and repossession transitions.
To conclude, comparing the recent UK crisis and that of the early 1990s, the most radical contrast is in the speed of the monetary policy response in reducing interest rates. In 1990-92, monetary policy was constrained by the high rate of inflation, and sterling"s membership of the European Exchange Rate Mechanism until the UK exited in September, 26 1992. The average cost of servicing mortgage debt as measured by the debt-service ratio rapidly fell in 2009 to below early 1990s levels, despite far higher levels of mortgage debt relative to income. The lenders" forbearance policy and the more generous government income support for those with mortgage payment difficulties also attenuated the rise in arrears and repossessions. The striking sensitivity of arrears and repossessions to higher interest rates in an economy where most mortgages are still at floating rates of interest has obvious policy implications. A sovereign debt crisis in which interest rates were forced higher, or a normalization of global interest rates while UK households remain with high levels of leverage, could raise arrears and repossession sharply, with unfortunate effects on undercapitalized UK mortgage lenders. Finally, our research highlights the importance of a sequence of earlier policy errors that allowed UK house prices and debt levels to rise to exposed levels, despite a serious structural fiscal deficit and a highly leveraged banking system. Log of the debt-equity ratio, measured to proxy the ratio of the average mortgage to average house prices. Implied proportion of negative equity, see equations (9) and (10) in the text. avdebt/equity = avmort(-1)/ph where avmort = amwt/mortno, see above, and avmort = average mortgage, and ph = house price.
 House prices are 2nd-hand mix-adjusted house prices of preowned dwellings, from DCLG (Table 694) , from ONS. Converted from quarterly index to an average quarterly house price.  The average mortgage is the ratio of the mortgage lending stock to the number of mortgages outstanding.  Number of mortgages outstanding from CML.  Mortgage lending stock is loans secured on dwellings, from Financial Statistics, ONS (Code NNRP). Estimated long-run contributions log repossessions rate log debt-service ratio log proportion in negative equity log unemployment estimated long-run contributions log 6-month arrears rate log debt-service ratio log proportion in negative equity log unemployment rate The evolution of mortgage default studies in the US is characterised by Quercia and Stegman (1992) in a typology of three generations or sets of studies. The earliest work on default and delinquency risk rates from the 1960s onwards focused from a lender's perspective on simple correlations or empirical regression models capturing, at loan origination, the characteristics of the mortgages (e.g. loan-tovalue ratio, interest rate and mortgage term) and of borrowers (e.g. family size, location, marital status, junior financing and characteristics of employment) that might be correlated with later default. A second generation of empirical models derived from theoretical models that instead emphasised factors influencing the borrowers' decisions on payment, prepayment, delinquency or default. Couched in a utility maximising framework, such models allow four alternative choices at each payment period, where the chosen outcome maximises utility over time, given the borrower"s circumstances. A special case is the large literature on option theoretic models from the mid-1980s, in its simplest form abstracting from transactions costs ("frictionless" models), where prepayment is treated as a call option and default as a put option in a competitive market. Such models predict immediate default if a property"s value drops to the level of the mortgage value minus a small margin depending on house price volatility ("ruthless default", Vandell, 1995) . 39 These models emphasise the financial aspects of the decision via negative equity, and borrower characteristics are excluded. Thus, such frictionless models predict identical default behaviour for borrowers with similar mortgages and houses. Much of the empirical literature, however, has explored the evidence for "default underexercise" rather than "ruthless default", whereby the default decision is delayed on reaching sufficiently negative equity. Some studies rationalise such evidence by transactions costs, such as from moving house, and by future credit restrictions (e.g. Kau et al., 1993) . Others suggest a role for "trigger events" (Riddiough, 1991) , or crises affecting income, such as divorce or loss of employment, that when intersecting with marginal equity, may precipitate the move from a delinquent state with negative equity, to default. This introduces a role for ability to pay factors in addition to equity. The evidence on both sides of the "ruthless default" was summarized by Vandell (1995) , who recommended, inter alia, a better empirical understanding of the role of trigger events through improved micro-data sets and analyses of mortgage case studies, of credit constraints and solvency, of the functional forms of various transactions costs, and of lender influences on default and delinquency. The so-called third generation of models mainly represent a technological improvement on the second generation models in applying proportional hazard models to estimate default probabilities, and utilizing a measure of mortgage risk that better reflects lenders" concerns: expected mortgage loss 40 rather than default rates, as in most second generation studies. The predominant empirical model in the literature stems from the second and third generational research. It finds an important role for net equity in default risk, but also some evidence for borrower effects and transactions costs, though these effects are less well understood (examples focused on the sub-prime crisis are Foote et al. (2008) , Gerardi et al. (2008) , Bajari et al. (2009 ), Haughwout et al. (2009 and Bhutta et al. (2010) ). However, as Bajari et al. makes clear, the neglected factors of lending quality or credit constraints do not find an obvious place in the utility-maximising framework underlying second generational and option theoretical models. These require an extension to such models, see section 2.1 for discussion.
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Studies on delinquency are far fewer, mainly due to the difficulty in modelling the delinquency decision, not easily set within the option theoretic model unless a competing risk model is contemplated (Quercia and Stegman, 1992) .
APPENDIX B -Addressing measurement bias in the "months-in-arrears" data measure
This appendix discusses correcting the bias from the "months-in-arrears" measure, never previously addressed by an empirical study on UK data.
It is unfortunate that a long history of arrears data is available only for a count of arrears measured as "months in arrears" (those with an accumulated level of arrears in excess of an equivalent number of months of normal payments). When mortgage rates fall, normal payments fall and the "months-in-arrears" count rises.
We illustrate this with an example. With a 25 year conventional repayment mortgage, at a 7.5 percent mortgage rate, being 2.5 percent in arrears (e.g. with arrears of £2500 on a £100,000 loan) translates into being 3.3 months in arrears (see CML information notes on release of arrears data, e.g. February 20, 2009). For a similar interest-only mortgage, the number of months in arrears is higher at 4 months, as monthly payments do not incorporate a repayment element. If the current interest rate falls and so the regular monthly payments, the accumulated arrears translate into a higher monthly payment equivalent at the new lower interest rate, and months in arrears rises. With a lower 4.5 percent interest rate, being 2.5 percent in arrears translates into 4.4 months for a conventional mortgage, and 6.7 months for an interest only mortgage. This pushes more existing cases into the 3-6 months and the 6-12 months in arrears categories.
A bias correction based on the log debt-service ratio is used to formulate a relationship for a more satisfactory measure, arr* (a count of arrears by the ratio of arrears to mortgage debt) from one for the biased measure, arrm (a count by months). We approximate the relationship between the two measures as follows: (B.1) where arrm is the month in arrears count which best matches the percentage in arrears count represented by arr*, and θ a log dsr proxies the measurement bias.
APPENDIX C-Introducing regional heterogeneity into the measure of the proportion of mortgages in negative equity.
The Bank of England estimates of negative equity, explained in Bank of England (1992) and subsequent Quarterly Bulletins, and in Cutler (1995) , use data from the 5 percent sample of mortgages, to count high loan-to-value loans in regions where average house prices fell sufficiently to put those loans into negative equity. The peak number estimated was 1.8m mortgages in 1993Q1. This count excludes the contribution that mortgage arrears make to outstanding mortgage debts. It is unclear whether the cases of negative equity going into repossession are subtracted. The Bank of England estimates the decline implausibly rapidly in 1993, despite an only very modest recovery in house prices in London and other Southern regions from 1993Q2, and even weaker recoveries in the rest of the country. In the more recent mortgage crisis of 2009 similar methods were used based on loan-to-value data from the Survey of Regulated Mortgages, see Hellebrandt et al. (2009) and Financial Services Authority (2012) . These suggest peak estimates of around 1.1m mortgages for owner-occupiers, and perhaps 0.2m for buy-to-let mortgages. Similar methods were used by Tatch (2009) at the Council of Mortgage Lenders with comparable results. Such estimates are necessarily approximate as they depend on which house price indices are employed.
We adapt our own method for measuring negative equity by incorporating a measure of regional house price heterogeneity. The main regional divide is between London and other Southern regions (South West, South East and East) and the rest of the country, including Wales, Scotland, Northern Ireland, Midlands, North and North West. House prices, from the Halifax source used by the Bank of England, peaked in the Greater South in 1988Q4, then fell, began to recover in 1993Q2, and first exceeded their previous peak in 1999Q3. House prices in the Greater North peaked far later in 1991Q2, hovered in a range between 1993Q1 and 1995Q4, and first exceeded their previous peak in 1998Q2, having fallen rather less than house prices in the Greater South. The UK house price index from the same source peaked in 1989Q2, hovered in a range between 1993Q2 and 1995Q4, and then recovered systematically.
For the Greater North, we can construct a proxy for the degree of negative equity, which is zero up to the peak quarter 1991Q2, equals the deviation between the log house price index at t and its peak value at 1991Q2, and becomes zero again in 1998Q2, when house prices in the Greater North first exceeded their previous peak. However, since most borrowers will be repaying some of their debt, though some will suffer repossession, we need to apply a decay factor to this indicator or negative equity. Grid search with different values suggested a decay factor of 0.975, implying a decay rate of around 10 percent per annum. To illustrate, we define DEVGN for 1991Q3 to 1998Q1 to be the deviation between the log of house prices in the Greater North and its peak value in 1991Q2, and for 2009Q1 to 2014Q1, to be the deviation from the peak value in 2008Q4. DEVGN is zero outside these time intervals. The weighted deviation is defined as ( ) 1991Q2 between 1991Q3 and 1998Q1, and 2008Q4 for 2009Q1 to 2014Q1 . We construct analogous measures for the Greater South and for the UK as a whole. The weighted bias measure, wbias, is then defined as the difference between the UK indicator and the average of the two regional indicators. It is negative in the 1989Q1 to 1999Q3 period, suggesting that negative equity rose more strongly from 1989Q1 than a proxy based on the UK house price index, see Figure C .1. In the later mortgage crisis from 2009, wbias is rather smaller for there was little difference in the timing of house price peaks and troughs between the regions, though recovery in the Greater North was slower. The equations that generated these results are shown in Appendix D; variables are defined in Table 3 . ** indicates significant at the 1 percent level; * indicates significant at the 5 percent level.
